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Not so, however, in so far as it is a question of typical
mechanisms.
(a) The naive attitude
I will first present the definitions which Schiller gives
of this attitude. It has already been mentioned that the
naive poet is " Nature ". He simply " follows Nature and
sensation and confines himself to the mere copying of
reality" (I.e., p. 248). "With naive representations we
delight in the living presence of objects in our imagination"
(p. 250) "Naive poetry is a boon of Nature. It is a
happy throw, needing no bettering when it succeeds, but fit
for nothing when it has failed " (p, 303). " The naive genius
must do everything through his nature: he can do little
through his freedom ; he will accomplish his idea, only
when Nature works in him as an inner necessity " (p. 304).
Naive poetry "is the child of life and unto life it returns"
(p 3°3)- The naive genius depends wholly upon " experi-
ence ", upon the world, with which he is in " direct touch ".
He "needs succour from without" (p. 305). To the naive
poet the " common nature" of his surroundings can
"become dangerous", since "sensibility is always more
or less dependent upon the external impression, and only
a constant activity of the productive faculty, which is not
to be expected of human nature, would be able to prevent
mere material from committing him, at times, to a blind re-
ceptivity. But whenever this is the case, the poetic feeling
will be commonplace" (pp. 307ff.). "The naive genius
allows Nature unlimited sway in him" (p. 314). From
this definition the dependence of the natve poet upon the
object is especially clear. His relation to the object has
a compelling character, because he introjects the object, i.e.
unconsciously identifies himself with it, or has, as it were,
a priori identity with it L^vy-Bruhl describes this
relation to the object as "participation mystique",1 This
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